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This paper  deals with the problem of comput ing the degrees and  multiplicities of the 
irreducible factors of a  given multivariate polynomial. This includes the important quest ion of 
testing for irreducibility. A probabilistic reduct ion from multivariate to bivariate polynomials 
is given, over an  arbitrary (effectively computable) field. It uses an  expected number  of field 
operat ions (and certain random choices) that is polynomial in the length of a  computat ion by  
which the input polynomial is presented, and  the degree of the polynomial. Over  algebraic 
number  fields and  over finite fields, we obtain polynomial-t ime probabilistic algorithms. They 
are based  on  an  effective version of Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem. T 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The  problem of factoring polynomials has a  venerable history going back to the 
last century. The  first polynomial-time algorithms are Berlekamp’s [2, 31  
(probabilistic) methods over finite fields. Zassenhaus [52] proposed a  Hensel lifting 
method for integral polynomials, but no  polynomial-time algorithm was known for 
more than a  decade. Lenstra, Lenstra and  Lovasz [32] provided polynomial-time 
factorization for univariate polynomials over the rational numbers,  and  Kaltofen 
[ 18, 19, 223  for mu ltivariate polynomials. The  subsequent  results by Chistov and  
Grigoryev [6], von zur Gathen and  Kaltofen [ 111, Landau  [26], Lenstra [29-311 
show that mu ltivariate polynomials over algebraic number  fields or finite fields can 
be  factored in polynomial time. 
All factoring algorithms rely on  a  modu lar approach, which eventually reduces 
the given problem to that of univariate polynomials over finite fields, which is then 
solved by some variant of Berlekamp’s algorithm. An unpleasant phenomenon  is 
that irreducible polynomials may have reducible modu lar images; the older 
algorithms used trial combinations of these factors, and  incurred exponential cost 
in the worst case [3, 241. In practice, however, this phenomenon  seems to occur so 
rarely that for implementations it is not a  real problem. (Weinberger [49] proved 
existence of a  polynomial-time algorithm to compute the number  of factors of a  
univariate polynomial with rational coefficients assuming the extended Riemann 
hypothesis.) 
* An Extended Abstract of this work appeared in “Proc. 24th Annu. IEEE Sympos. Foundat ions of 
Computer  Science,” Tucson,  AZ, 1983,  pp. 172-179.  This work was partially supported by  NSERC 
Grant 3-650-126-40 and  Schweizerischer Nationalfonds Grant 2175-0.83.  
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As an explanation of the above empirical observation, sometimes Hilbert’s 
irreducibility theorem was cited. It states that under some (and in fact, most) sub- 
stitutions an irreducible multivariate polynomial with rational coefficients remains 
irreducible. However, the usual versions of this theorem are ineffective and do not 
provide an algorithmic approach. Heintz and Sieveking [ 151 and Kaltofen [ 18, 191 
have established polynomial-time algorithms with the help of certain variants of 
Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem. The central result of this paper is a probabilistic 
effective version of Hilbert’s irreducibility Theorem for polynomials over arbitrary 
fields. 
The polynomial-time algorithms mentioned above use a number of operations 
which is polynomial in some “size” s(f) of an input polynomialfc F[x, ,..., x,]. We 
will count the arithmetic operations in F; if the elements of F are represented over 
some finite alphabet and we can estimate the size of intermediate results, then we 
get a bound on the number of “bit operations.” 
Disregarding the question of representation of field elements, there are (at least) 
four different ways of representing a polynomial f~ F[x, ,..., x,] of degree d, each 
giving a notion of “size.” 
The first is the dense representation, where the coefficient in f of each monomial 
in X, ,..., X, of degree at most d is given. Thus there are pdn = (“Jj”) coefficients to be 
specified, and since a monomial of degree d can be represented by its coefficient and 
d factors, the “dense size” off is sdense (f)<(d+l)p,,. (We neglect the O(logn) 
cost of encoding the index i of x,.) 
The second one is the sparse representation, where a sequence of pairs 
(monomial x’;’ . x2, coefficient f, E F) 
is given, with f = C,, Nn f,xT’ . . . x2. If we consider e, + . . . + e, + 1 as the size of 
such a pair, then we have for the “sparse size” SSpar( f) 
d+k<s,,,,(f) < (d-t 1) k, 
if f has k nonzero coefficients. The dense representation is of course a special case of 
the sparse one. 
The third representation is by a formula (or “arithmetic expression” or “term”) 
involving the operations x, ,..., x,, constants from F, and +, -, *, /. The size of a 
formula is the number of operations used, and the “formula size” .rrorm( f) is the size 
of a smallest formula for f. (It is common to count only the operations + , -, *, / 
for the formula size; including inputs and constants in the count changes it at most 
by a factor of 3, and here is more consistent with the computation model discussed 
below.) The sparse representation is the special case of a formula which is a sum of 
products of one constant and variables. 
The fourth representation is by a computation using the operations xi,..., x,, 
constants from F, and +, -, *, /. The size of computation is the number of 
operations used, and the “computation size” s,,,,(f) is the size of a smallest com- 
putation for f: A formula is a special computation, with fan-out at most 1. 
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We clearly have 
and for each inequality, there are examples where the gap is exponential. We 
remark that if the number n of variables is constant and the degree d of f is 
polynomial in s,,,~ (f), then all four sizes are polynomially related, since 
Sdense(f) G (d+ n)” + *. (In view of the symmetry of fid,n, one may interchange the 
roles of d and n in this remark.) 
The multivariate factoring algorithms mentioned above have running time 
polynomial in Sdense. In this paper we consider the problem of finding the “fac- 
torization pattern” of a polynomial, i.e., the degrees and multiplicities of its 
irreducible factors. This subsumes of course the problem of testing for irreducibility. 
We give a probabilistic reduction for this problem from multivariate to bivariate 
polynomials, for which the number of arithmetic steps used is polynomial in the 
size s of a computation by which the input polynomial f is presented, and the 
degree d off: (We cannot say “polynomial in s,,,,(f) + d,” since a given com- 
putation may have length more than polynomial in s,,,,&), and it seems difficult 
to then find a computation of short length forf; see Strassen [45, Problem 1.21.) It 
is clear that d may be exponential in s, and already very simple questions, e.g., 
whether the gcd of two univariate polynomials is nontrivial, are M-hard if s is the 
only parameter describing the input size [34]. 
The reduction for the factorization pattern is based on Theorem 4.5, which gives 
a probabilitstic effective version of Hiibert’s irreducibility theorem. It states that 
over an arbitrary field for certain random substitutions, which reduce multivariate 
to bivariate polynomials, the factorization pattern remains unchanged with high 
probability. The proof of the effective irreducibility theorem uses methods of 
algebraic geometry. We quote a Bertini theorem from Lang’s textbook [27] that 
asserts that a general hyperplane section of an irreducible variety is irreducible. 
Apart from this theorem, only basic notions from the first chapter of Shafarevich’s 
textbook 1391 are used. 
Using the results mentioned above for bivariate polynomials, we obtain 
probabilistic polynomial-time bit computations for the factorization pattern of mul- 
tivariate polynomials over two types of fields. The first type, the algebraic number 
fields, is discussed in Section 6 and includes of course the important case of the 
rational numbers. Here a problem is to control the size of intermediate results when 
computations are evaluated for specific inputs. We represent a probabilistic 
simulation of a computation in a number of bit operations which is polynomial in 
the input plus output size. The second type are the finite fields, considered in Sec- 
tion 7. Now the field may not have enough elements to make the probabilistic 
algorithms work, and we extend the field. In general, when one makes algebraic 
extensions of fields, polynomials have a tendency to split. We prove that for certain 
extensions--easy to describe and arbitrarily large-this does not happen. 
Heintz and Sieveking [15] have given a test for absolute irreducibility (i.e., 
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irreducibility in @[x , ,..., x,]) of integral polynomials. This has been improved by 
Kaltofen [21] to random polynomial-time, also allowing a fast parallel version. 
A more difficult problem than testing for irreducibility is to actually factor a 
given multivariate polynomial. A heuristic approach was given in Zippel [53]; 
solutions are given in [ 10, 231. The expected running time of those algorithms is 
polynomial in sSpar (f) and degf; [lOI assumes that the number of factors is 
bounded. It remains a challenge to see whether the cost for factoring can be made 
polynomial in the size of a computation for ,f and degf. 
2. THE BERTINI THEOREM 
The theorems going back to Bertini [4] come in several flavors. They usually 
assert that if an algebraic variety (embedded in some affine or projective space) has 
a certain property, then-under suitable conditions- also the intersection with a 
general hyperplane has this property. Properties considered include smoothness, 
normality and the case of interest to us: irreducibility. The first rigorous proofs of 
this case seem due to van der Waerden [48] and Zariski [SO]; see Jouanolou [17] 
for a modern approach. 
In the context of algebraic computations, Bertini’s theorem has been used by 
Heintz and Sieveking [ 151 for testing whether integer polynomials are irreducible 
over C. In this section, we put Bertini’s theorem in the form that we need. It then 
asserts that for an irreducible polynomial over an algebraically closed field in n 
variables there exists a linear substitution for n - 2 of the variables such that the 
resulting bivariate polynomial is irreducible. We use this to show in Lemma 4.3 that 
“almost all” substitutions have this property. 
We will use substitutions by linear functions of two variables throughout the 
paper, and it is convenient to have a notation for them. 
DEFINITION 2.1. If F is a field, n > 2, ,f~ F[x, ,..., x,] and 
t = (u, u, w) = (u3 ,..., u,, u3 ,..., u,, w3 ,..., w,) E F3’” 2), 
then we define f{ t ) as 
sit> =f(x1, x2, u3x1+ v3x2 + u’3,-, 
U,XI + ~,x2 + w,) E F[x,, x21. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Bertini). Let K be an algebraically closed field, n > 2 and 
f E KCx, ,..., x,] irreducible. Then there exists an algebraically closed field L contain- 
ing K and t E L3(np2’ such that f{ t} E L[x,, x2] is irreducible. 
Proof We prove the theorem for all algebraically closed fields K and all 
polynomials by induction on n. We can assume that n 2 3. Let y, ,..., y,, + i be 
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indeterminates over K(x, ,..., x,), F an algebraically closed field containing 
K(Y 1 ,..., Y, + 1 ), and 
Y =y,x, + ... +yn-,xn-l-yn+,~F[x ,,..., x,]. 
By the Bertini theorem in Lang [27, Chap. VIII, Proposition 121, the ideal 
I= (f, Y +Y,x,) G F[x, ,...> x,1 
is prime. If we consider the embedding 
4: F[x, ,..., x, - II+ F[x, ,..., ~1 
which is the identity on {x1 ,..., x, ~, }, and 
g=f(x,,...,xn-,,-yly,)EFCxl,..., x,-,1, 
then &‘(I) is prime, and g Ed-‘(1). Considering the section 
t/k F[xl ,..., x,] + F[x, ,..., x,- ,] 
of 4 with $(x,) = -y/y,, one sees that #-‘(I) s (g). It follows that g is irreducible. 
Applying the induction hypothesis to g, we find an algebraically closed field 
Lz Fz K and f= (u, u, w) E L3(n-3) such that 
dil =f( x1,x2,u3x,+213x*+wj )...) u,-,x~+u,-~x~+w,-,, 
$0’ lxl+Y2x2+ c Yi(uix,+U~X2+~I)-Yn+,))ELCxl,x21 
n 3<j<n 
is irreducible. Then 
-1 
t= u3,...,u,-l,- Y,+ 
( Ytl ( 
C Yj”j > 
3<J<n 1 
-1 
u3 ,..., V n-1,- Y2+ 
Y?I 
1 
3<j-cn 
w3,..., w,-1,- ;‘( c yjwj-yn+,))EL3(nmm2) 
n 3<j<n 
satisfies the claim of the theorem. [ 
The following question comes up naturally: does Theorem 2.2 also hold for sim- 
ple substitutions xi= WOE L? We briefly discuss this question and give a criterion. 
The answer to the question is negative in general: f= (x1 +x2)'-x3 E 
K[x,, x2, x3] is irreducible, but for any algebraically closed L?K and w E L the 
polynomial (x, +x2)2 - w E L[x,, x2] is reducible. 
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For the criterion below we first note that if x,, say, does not occur in f, then 
f(x,, -x2, u’~,..., u’,) E L[x,] is univariate, hence reducible for algebraically closed L 
(assuming degree at least 2). We can therefore assume that both x, and x2 occur in 
f, and then the composition 
KIIx~,..., x,,l --+ KCx, ,..., x,J -+ KCx, ,..., -~,,l/U-1 = R 
is injective, so that we get an embedding from K(x,,..., x,) into the quotient field Q 
of R. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be an algebraically closed field, n 3 2, and f E K[x, ,..., xn] 
irreducible, with x, and x2 occurring in f: The following are equivalent: 
(i) f(x,, x2, w3,..., w,) is irreducible for some w E Knd2. 
(ii) fbl, x2, w3,..., w,,) is irreducible for “almost all” w E K” ~ 2. 
(iii) K(x,,..., x,) is algebraically closed in Q. 
(iv) f is irreducible in L[x, , x2], where L is an algebraic closure of 
K(x~,..., x,1. 
The result will not be needed in the rest of the paper, and we forego a proof. 
3. CONES 
In this section we prove that mappings given by polynomials of small degree can 
be separated from points outside (the closure of) their image by test polynomials of 
small degree (Lemma 3.3). This will be used in the next section to separate the 
reducible polynomials from some irreducible ones. 
The first proof of this lemma uses only cones and other elementary notions from 
algebraic geometry, as, e.g., in Shafarevich [39, Chap. I]. We assume this material 
throughout the section. The reader more familiar with algebraic geometry may skip 
to the end of this section for a second, more concise proof. 
We recall the standard definition of a cone. If XG F”’ is a closed irreducible sub- 
variety of dimension n, and L E Fn\X an afline linear space of dimension 
idm-n-2, then 
C(X,L)={(l-c)x+clEF~:xEX,lEL,cEF) 
= { y E F”: 3x E X 31 E L such that y lies on the line 
through x and 1) z F” 
is the cone over X with vertex L. If L = {a} consists of a single point, we write 
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C(K a) for C(X, {a> ); similarly for X= (x}. If furthermore cp: P + F” and 
1: F’ + F”’ are mappings with im cp = X, im J = L, and 1 linear, then 
C(cp, A): F”x Fix F-+ F” 
(0, b, c)- (1 -cl da) + cl(b) 
is a mapping with image C(X, L). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field, X E F”’ a closed irreducible 
variety of dimension n < m - 2, and h E F”\ X. Then there exists an affine linear space 
L sF”‘\X of dimension m-n - 2 such that the cone Y = C(X, L) has dimension 
m - 1, and h 4 y, where P is the closure of Y in F”‘. 
Proof We show by induction on i for 0 6 id m - n - 2 that there exists a linear 
space Lit F”‘\ X of dimension i such that the cone Yi= C(X, L;) has dimension 
n+i+ 1, and h+! P,. 
For the case i= 0, we consider an embedding F” E P” of F”’ into projective 
space, the closure X of X in P”, and the triples of collinear points 
T={(x,y,z)~P~xP”xP?“‘:x=yorx=z 
or y = z or x, y, z lie on one line}. 
T is a closed subset of (Pm)3, since x, y, z are collinear if and only if the 3 x (m + 1) 
matrix given by the projective coordinates of x, y, z has rank at most 2. Let 
rc2 : T + P” be induced by the projection onto the second factor. For a E Pm\& 
consider the projective cone over X with vertex u: 
C, = { y E P”: 3x E X such that y lies on the line through x and a} 
= zr,(Tn (xx P” x {u})). 
The fibers of the projection of Tn (Xx P” x (a}) onto X are all isomorphic to P’, 
and therefore this intersection is irreducible of dimension n + 1. Therefore C, is 
closed and irreducible, and of dimension at most n + 1. It contains X properly, and 
therefore dim C, = n + 1 < m. Also, 
C(X a) c c,, 
and also the closure in F” of C(X, a) is contained in C,. For a, b E lV\Z, we have 
bEC,oaECb. 
For any a E (Pm\ C,) n F”, we have 
The case i = 0 is proven. 
h 4 C, 3 C( X, a). 
For i > 0, by the induction hypothesis there exists a linear space LipI of dimen- 
sion i-l such that Yi_,=C(X, L,-l) has dimension n+i<m-2, and h# yii-,. 
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Now we apply the case i=O, and find a~p\Y~-i such that Z=C(Y,-,,a) has 
dimension n + i + 1 and h 4 Z. Let Li = C(L,- i , a) be the linear space spanned by 
L,-, and a. Then Yi = C(X, L,) has dimension n + is 1, and we now show that 
y, E Z. For any b E Y;, there exist x E X and c E Li such that b E C(x, c), and 
dE LieI such that c E C(d, a). Then C(x, d) c Y,_ , , and the plane spanned by a, d, 
and x is contained in 2. (The figure illustrates the case where C(a, b) and C(x, d) 
are not parallel, and thus b E Z.) In particular, b E Z and thus yi c Z, and h $ yi. 
(In fact, yi= 2.) 1 
The following is a variant of Lemma 2.3 in Strassen [45], appropriate to our 
context. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a field, m, n, s, t E N, and the mapping 
be given by polynomials cp, ,..., q, E F[x ,,..., x,] of total degree at most t. If 
then there exists z E F[ y, ,..., y,]\ (0) with deg t < s and z(cp, ,..., cp,) = 0. 
Proof: Consider the F-vector space 
A={TEF[~ ,,..., y,]:degr<s}, 
and the F-linear mapping 
cp*: A -+ F[x, ,..., x,] 
~++~((P,,“‘, cp,). 
For TEA we have deg(cp*(z)) dst, and the image of (p* is contained in the vector 
space 
B= {a~F[x ,,..., x,]:dega<st}. 
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Since 
=dim A>dim B= 
we have ker(q*)# (0). Any ZE ker(cp*)\(O) is sufficient. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let m, n, t, qp: F” + F”’ be as in Lemma 3.2, h, ,..., h, E F”’ for some 
t-2 1, assume that F is algebraically closed, that there exists UE F with q-‘(p(u)) 
finite, and that there exists z with 
t E FLY, ,..., Y,I> 
Qv, >...> cp,) = 03 (*I 
Vj 6 r, T(hj) # 0. 
Then there exists z with (*) and deg z 6 m(t + 1 )“- ‘, 
First proof: Let X=& be the closure of im q. Since rp has a finite fiber, 
dim X= n. Also, 
3r with (*)oh,,..., h,$X. 
We first consider the case r = 1, and let h = h, . Let L E F”\ X be a linear space of 
dimension m-n - 2 as in Lemma 3.1, with Y = C(X, L) of dimension m - 1 and 
h # y. Furthermore, let 1: F”-” ~’ -+ F” be a linear map with image L, and 
lj=C(cp,A):F”-‘4-Y 
$ is given by polynomials $, ,..., JI,,, E F[x, ,..., X, _ 1 ] of degree at most t + 1, and 
there exists r E F[ y1 ,..., ym] such that 
T($l,..., $,I = 0, z(h) # 0. 
Now let s = m(t + 1 )“-I. Then 
s+m ( )*( s(t+ l)+m- 1 m m-l 1 -’ (s + 1) . . . (s + m) =(s(t+ l)+ l)...(s(t+ l)+m- l).m 
1 >s - 
( ) 
m-l 
m t+l 
= 1, 
since 
for all j> 1. Therefore 
s+j 1 
s(t+ l)+j”X 
s(t+l)+m-1 
(‘T)>( m-l )’ 
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and by Lemma 3.2 there exists z0 E F[yr,...,y,]\ (0) with deg z,, <s and 
~Jt/i~,..., $,) = 0. Since P= &-$ is an irreducible hypersurface and h $ r, there 
exists some irreducible factor z of r, with z($, ,..., $,) = 0, and then r(h) # 0. This 
proves the case Y = 1. The lemma now follows by induction on r > 1. For the induc- 
tive step, we may assume r,, z,~F[y ,,..., y,] such that ri(cpl ,..., cp,) =0 and 
degzifm(t+ I)“-’ for i= 1,2, and 
Vj < r, T,(hj) #o, 
T,(k) f 0. 
Then there exists u E F such that z = z1 + ut2 satisfies (*). 
Second proof (with a slightly different bound). The graph of cp 
is closed and irreducible, and dim G = n. By Strassen [46, Lemma 6.51, deg G 6 t”. 
We now use that taking projections or cones of varieties does not increase the 
degree [13, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, pp. 17221731. Therefore X=&=proj,(G) has 
degree at most t”‘, and X is the set of zeroes of some polynomials of degree at most 
t”’ ([I 14, Proposition 31; this fact can also be proved using cones as above). Some 
polynomial of degree at most t” then vanishes on X but not at any of h, ,..., h,. 1 
4. AN EFFECTIVE HILBERT IRREDUCIBILITY THEOREM 
Hilbert’s [16] irreducibility theorem asserts that for an irreducible polynomial 
I-E Q cx, >..., x,] there exists a substitution by integers for all but one variable such 
that the resulting univariate polynomial is irreducible. In this section, we prove an 
effective version of this theorem, and at the end of the section compare with 
previous results. 
The approach is as follows: First we consider algebraically closed fields, so that 
we can apply Lemma 3.3. We prove existence of a “test polynomial” z of small 
degree which separates the reducible bivariate polynomials (of degree at most d) 
from given irreducible polynomials h, ,..., h,. Thus the vector of indeterminates of z 
corresponds to the vector of coefficients of a bivariate polynomial with degree at 
most d, z(h,) # 0 for 1 <j < r, and z(g) = 0 for every reducible polynomial g. (Such 
a separation is in general only possible if the ground field is algebraically closed, 
and then clearly only makes sense for polynomials in at least two variables.) 
Given a polynomial fin many variables of total degree at most d, we consider the 
substitution xi= uixl + uix2 + wi (for i> 3) as a mapping from the set of 
(ui, vi, wi)‘s to bivariate polynomials. If f is irreducible, then Bertini’s theorem 
guarantees that some irreducible h is in the image of this mapping. Then z as above 
separates the “unlucky” substitutions, under which f becomes reducible, from the 
lucky ones. In particular, f remains irreducible under “almost all” such sub- 
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stitutions. This is the required irreducibility theorem for algebraically closed fields. 
It is then easy to extend it to general fields. Actually, rather than just irreducibility, 
even the “factorization pattern” of a general polynomial is preserved under almost 
all substitutions of the above type. Let 
d+2 
Bd= 2 
( ) 
and 
X,= (geF[x,yl: degg<d}, 
Yd = {g E X,: g is reducible or g E I;}. 
We fix some isomorphism X, + FBd, so that r(g) E F for z E F[ y, ,...) ysd] and g E X,. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F be an algebraically closedfield, d, r E N, and h, ,..., h, E X,\ Y,. 
Then there exists z E Fry, ,..., y&J such that 
Vg!E y,, T(g) = 0, 
Vj d r, T(hj) Z 0, 
deg r <%Pr3? 
Proof: Let k = Ld/2 J, and for 1 < i < k let 
p;:xixx,-;+x, 
be given by the multiplication of polynomials. Let .Zi= im pi. Then 
ycf= UlSEi<k Zi. We first prove that each Zi is closed. Consider the projectivization 
PX, of X,, which is a projective space of dimension pd - 1, and similarly PX, and 
pXdei. PX, can be viewed as the set of equivalence classes of nonzero 
homogeneous polynomials in F[x, y, z] of degree d, where two polynomials are 
equivalent if one is a scalar multiple of the other. The mapping 
fk+ class of z”f XY ( ) -, - z z 
is a bundle with fiber F\ (0). Multiplication again gives a mapping 
PXi x PX& i + PX,. 
The image Z of this mapping is closed [39, Chap. I, Sect. 5, Proposition] and 
therefore Zi\ (0) =+-l(Z) is closed in X,\(O). Since OoZi, Zi is closed in X,. 
,ui is given by quadratic forms pi,,..., ,u~,~~ in /Ii + pdpi variables. Since Zi E Y, is 
closed in X, and h,,..., h, # Zi, there exists oio F[yl ,..., y&J such that 
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ai(,ql ,..., pi,Bd) = 0 and a,(/+) # 0 for 1 <j< r. In order to apply Lemma 3.3, it 
remains to find a finite fiber. 
Of course pi has no finite fiber, since pi(cfi, (l/c) fi) = pi(fi ,f2) for all c E F\ (0) 
and (fi ,fi) E Xi x X,- ;. So we consider 
XT = { f~ Xi: the coefficient of xi infis 1 }, 
/iL*=/lj r(X*xXd-j). 
XT E Xi is an afline linear subspace of dimension pi - 1. Iffi E XF andf, E X,_ i are 
irreducible and gcd(f,, f2) = 1 (such jr, f2 exist!), then 
and thus p* has some finite tibre. Clearly imc= = im pi= Zi. In order to 
prove 3 = Zi, let (f;, fi) E X, x XdPi. If the coefficient c of x’ in f, is nonzero, 
then (llc)f, EX+ and cL?Y(l/c)f,, cfJ=Afi,fd E im p,+. If c = 0, then consider 
for UEF\{O}, 
g,(u)=u’+~f+Y*, g,(u)=uf*EX&r, 
Li 
and for u E F, 
g,(u) = w-2 +fi f*. 
If u#O, then g,(u)=~~(g,(u),g,(u))Eim~~, and W= {g,(u): ueF\{O}} G 
im pt. Therefore 
We now apply Lemma 3.3 to ~7. Note that ui as above separates 3 from 
h i,..., h,. It follows that there exists rie F[y, ,..., yPd] of degree at most Pd38d-’ such 
that 
~,(P$ ,...? P$,, = 0, 
VjG r, T,(hi) # 0. 
Now z=zl . . . zk is sufficient. u 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Fc K be fields, f~ K[x, ,..., x,]\F[x ,,..., x,] of total degree d. 
Then there exists p E F[U3 ,..., U,, V, ,..., V,,, W, ,,.., W,,]\(O) of degree at most d 
such that for all t E F3’“- 2, we have 
Proof Write 
p(t)ZO~flt}~FCx,,x,l. 
f= c fiX’l...Xi 
icN” 
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with f. E K By assumption, fi $ F for some i E N”. Let 
m=max{i, + ... +i,:iEiV”andf,$F}, 
m,=min{i,:3i,,...,i,~fVsuchthati,+ . ..i.,=mand,fi$F}, 
Z=(iENN”:il+ *.. +i,=m,i,=m,,andf,#F}. 
For any t E F3@’ ~ ‘), the coefficient of XTIX~ - ml in 
f{t} = 1 ~,X~X~(U~XI + U3X2 + W3)i”” (U,Xl + V,Xl f W,)in 
iEN” 
is 
a( 2) + c  f& . . . II? 
iel 
for some a(t) E F. We now consider K as a vector space over F. Let j, ,...,j, E I be 
such that 
with fi = 1 is a basis for the vector space 
F+xfiFcK 
itl 
over F. Note that s > 1, and, e.g., f;, 4 F. Then there exist b, E F, for iE I and 
0 < k < s, such that 
for all i E I. Set 
p= c b;, P’$-. V~EF[V’~,..., V ] n . 
iCI 
Then p # 0, and for any t E F3’“- 2, we have 
fP> EFCxl, x21 * c  ( 
1 b,v) ’ . . vi 
O<k<s iel 1 
f, 
=I ( c 
iel O<k<s 
bik~~)v;l...v::=~~.v~...v~BF 
iel 
=a Vk, 1 < k < s, c b,vt ’ . . v; = 0 
isl 
*p(t)=O. l 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let F be an arbitrary field, n 2 1, and f E F[x~,...,x,] irreducible of 
total degree d. Then there exists afield K containing F and a nonzero polynomial 
u E K[ Ui, ,..., U,, V, ,..., V,, W, ,..., W,,] 
of total degree less than (d3/6) fid 3Pd + d2d such that for all t = (u, v, w) E F3’” -*’ with 
a(t) # 0 the polynomial 
is irreducible. 
Proof: Let P be an algebraic closure of F, and f=fr ...f, the absolute fac- 
torization of f, with f, E F[x, ,..., x,] irreducible. (The irreducible polynomials fi 
need not be pairwise distinct; if char F= p > 0, then fi may occur pe times among 
fi,...,fr for some e > 0.) 
First note that if L is any field containing F such that xi,..., x, are algebraically 
independent over L, then each fi is irreducible in L[x,,..., x,]. Applying 
Theorem 2.2 repeatedly, we find algebraically closed fields Fs L, c L, G ... E L, 
and t E L:(“-*’ such that hi( ti} E L,[ 
16 i < r, and consider the mapping 
x, , x2] is irreducible. Let K = L,, fix some i, 
cji: K3+*’ -i X, 
t= (k 0, w)w-i{tj 
where XdZKKpd. By the above, fji(ti) # Yd& xd. By Lemma 4.1, there eXiStS a 
polynomial zi in fld variables of total degree at most (d/6) bd3’” such that 
VgE Yd ri(g)=O, and z,(di(ti)) z 0 for l<iir. 
Since di is given by polynomials of total degree at most d in the uj, vj, wj, we have 
that 
Zi=ZiO#iEK[U3, ...) U,, V3, ...) V,, W3 )...) W,]= R 
is a polynomial of degree at most (d2/6) Pd38d, and ni(ti) # 0 for all i. With n = 
?r, . . . IT,, 
Vt E K3’“-2)Vi rc( t) # 0 +fi{ t} is irreducible. 
If r = 1, then (T = 7~ E R is sufficient for the lemma. Otherwise, for each 
ZG { l,..., r} = S with I$ (0, S} note that f,=JJi6,fi~ K[x, ,..., x,]\F[x ,,..., x,]. 
For any such Z, let P,E R be the polynomial from Lemma 4.2 for f,, and 
U‘=71’ fl PIER. 
ICS 
If 0,s 
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Let CE F3(“-*) be a substitution such that o(t) #O. Then eachh{t} is irreducible, 
and 
is an irreducible factorization off{ t} in K[x,, x2]. Any factor ge K[xl, x2] of 
f{t} is therefore (up to a scalar multiple) of the form 
for some Zc {l,..., r}. If g is a nontrivial factor, then pi(t) #O and hence 
g$F[x,, x2]. Thus f{ t} is irreducible. The degree of CJ is less than 
(d3/6) /?d38d+ d24 1 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let F be a field, n, r> 1, f, fi ,..., fry F[x, ,..., x,J, and 
e, ,..., e, 2 1 such that fi is irreducible of total degree di for each i, and 
fzfi’. . .fl, 
iN(fi,fi) = 1 for 1 ,<i<j<r. 
Then (d,, e, ;...; d,, e,) is called a factorization pattern for f: 
The factorization pattern is unique up to certain permutations. We can make it 
unique by stipulating, e.g., that for all i, j, 1 6 i <j d r, 
di < dj and (d, = dj =z- ej < ej). 
We will implicitly assume some such normalization and speak of the factorization 
pattern off: It is now easy to show that rather than just irreducibility, the complete 
factorization pattern is preserved under random substitutions. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let F be an arbitrary field, n 2 1 and f E  F[x~,..., x,] of total 
degree d. Then there exists a field K containing F and a nonzero polynomial 
T E K[ U, ,..., U,, V3 ,..., V,, W, ,..., W,] = R 
of total degree at most 9d2 such that for all t = (u, v, w) E F3(n-2) with z(t) #O the 
polynomial 
f {t} =ftx,, x2, u3x1 +v3x2+ w3,-, u,xl +v,x2+ w,)EF[xl, x2l 
has the same factorization pattern as f: 
Proof Let 
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be the irreducible factorization off in F[x,,..., xn], with gcd(f,, fi) = 1 for i#j. 
(This is unique up to permutations and scalar multiples.) For 1 < i < r, let Ki and ei 
be as in Lemma 4.3 (with fi for f). We can assume that K, G K for some field K and 
all i, and then oi E R. Let u = n, < ,< ~ oi. Then for any t E F3(“- *) with a(t) # 0 each 
fi{ t} is irreducible, and the degree of (T is less than (d4/6) /?d3Pd + d22d. 
For any i, 1 < i 6 r, let h, = F[x, ,..., x,] be the homogeneous part offi of highest 
degree di = deg fj. Then 
hil = hiil(xl 3 x21 u3x, + v,x, ,...) ulnx, + V,x,) 
E FCX,, x,lC~3r..., u,, v3,..., V,l 
is a nonzero polynomial of degree at most d in U3,..., V, over F[x,, x2]. Let rr, E R 
be the coefficient of the lexicographically highest term of hi, in x1 and x2. Then 
Vi V’t = (u, 0, IV) 6 P 2, rci(u,u)#O-deg(fi{t})=di. 
Set 7t=rc, . . .rr,. Now for any i, 1 < i 6 r, write 
f,= 1 fk..qxy?, 
CEN2 
fi* =./-Ax, 3 x2> u,x, + v3x* + w3,..., UnX, + VnX2 + W,) 
= ~~2f3;ix;2~ RCx, 3 xzl 
with fie E I;[x, ,..., x,], and f z E R. 
Fix some i, j with 1 6 i < j < r. We now provide a condition that guarantees 
gcd(fi{ t},&{t}) = 1. We know that gcd(fi,f;) = 1, or, equivalently,f, is not a scalar 
multiple of fi. This implies that there exist u, b E N 2 such that 
Al fib 
6=det fiu fib #O. ( j 
Set 
flz ft 
6*=det f;"u f,*b ER. ( > 
Since each f E, f$ has total degree at most d, 6* has total degree at most 2d. Under 
the substitution + with II/( Vi) = II/( Vi) = 0 and $( Wi) = xi for all i, 3 6 i < n, we have 
+(S*) = 6. It follows that 6* is nonzero. For any HEFT with s*(t) #O,S,{t} is 
not a scalar multiple off,{ t}. Thus if they are both irreducible, gcd(f,{ t},&{ t}) = 1. 
Now for each i < j as above, we take the 6* E R as constructed, and let p E R be 
the product of all the 6*. Since r Q d, we have at most (i) d d*/2 such 6*, and p has 
degree at most d3. 
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With z = arcp E R, the condition r(t) # 0 guarantees that f{ t} has the same fac- 
torization pattern asf: Also, 
Remark 4.6. We want to compare Lemma 4.3 with the number-theoretic 
“Hilbert irreducibility theorems” to be found in the literature. A rather general ver- 
sion is given in Lang [28]; it states that over certain fields F, for any irreducible 
polynomial f E F[x, ,..., x,] and almost all a2,..., a, E F, the polynomial 
f (x1, a2,..., a,,) E F[xl] is irreducible. The fields F  for which this holds are called 
“Hilbertian fields,” and include, e.g., all algebraic number fields, but exclude-by 
obvious counterexamples-the finite fields and algebraically closed fields. “Almost 
all” then is in the sense of a Lebesgue measure. 
This is a much weaker sense than the algebro-geometric “almost all” that we use 
throughout this paper. It means that there exists a nonzero test polynomial r such 
that the required property (here: preserving irreducibility) holds for any argument t 
whenever z(t) # 0. Given a bound on the degree of r, we obtain a probabilistic 
algorithm via Fact 4.7 below. 
The previous Hilbert irreducibility theorems did not lead to algorithms, since 
they failed to provide effectively (deterministically or probabilistically) 
irreducibility-preserving substitutions. Zippel’s [53] sparse factoring algorithm was 
based on the unproved assumption that an effective Hilbert irreducibility theorem 
holds over Q for simple substitutions. 
However, a number-theoretic result by Sprindzhuk [42] may lead to an effective 
version. The ultimate goal here would be a deterministic polynomial-time fac- 
torization procedure for sparse multivariate polynomials. Although only valid over 
Q (or more generally, Hilbertian fields), the number-theoretic irreducibility 
theorems have the two advantages of only using simple substitutions of constants 
for variables, and of reducing to univariate polynomials. Any method valid also 
over algebraically closed fields cannot have either of these advantages (see end of 
Sect. 2). 
In retrospect, the results of Heintz and Sieveking [ 15) and Kaltofen [ 18, 193 can 
be used to obtain effective Hilbert irreducibility theorems. Kaltofen [20] exhibits 
an elementary proof for a result similar to the present one. It essentially replaces the 
9” in Theorem 4.5 by 2d, and is valid at least in characteristic zero and over finite 
fields. Theorem 4.5 leads to probabilistic algorithms via the following fact. 
FACT 4.7 [38, Corollary 11. Let z E F[y , ,..., y,] have total degree at most k, 
and A c F  finite with a elements. Then 
For randomly chosen u E A” (with respect t o the uniform distribution) we have 
Prob(z(u) = 0) <k/a. 
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5. REDUCTION TO BIVARIATE POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we present the model of computation to be used, and phrase 
Strassen’s method [44] of avoiding divisions so that we obtain an effective version, 
suitable for our framework. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, we use the notion of a computation (or 
“straight-line program”) over F u {x, ,..., x,} u ( + , - , *, / f, which is formally 
defined in Strassen [43]. Such a computation is a sequence ((tr, A,),..., (z,~, J.,Y)). 
Each ri is an operation, either r, E { +, -, *, / } and then li = (k, I) with 1 d k, I < i, 
or rjeFu {x , ,..., x,} and then lj= 0. We call s the size of c(, and there also a 
natural notion of depth (= parallel time) of a. There are rational functions 
fi ,...,fs E Fb i ,..., x,,) associated in a natural way with CI, and a computes f,; in fact, 
any subset of { fl ,..., 1,). W e assume that no division by (the rational function) zero 
is attempted. Throughout this paper, we assume that n <s; this is satisfied, e.g., if 
all variables occur in a. 
Each such a can be encoded by an Cc = (y, /I) E F* x (0, 1 } * as follows: 
b = (/I1 ,..., 8,) encodes s, n, each T, (with a special symbol for those r, E F) and Ji. 
We can achieve this with t = O(s log s). The vector 7 = (r, ,..., y,) E F’ of constants 
has 
7, if T-EF I_~_-’ 
-PI= 
0 otherwise. 
Based on the results of the previous section, we now present a probabilistic 
polynomial-time reduction for computing the factorization pattern from mul- 
tivariate to bivariate polynomials. The only restriction-that the ground field be 
large enough-will be removed in Section 7. Since the input is a computation we 
can view the algorithm as a “compilation” which produces another computation, 
namely for a bivariate polynomial. Apart from arithmetic operations in F, the 
algorithm uses tests “a = O?” in F, random choices from a finite subset of F, and 
Boolean operations. 
ALGORITHM FACTORIZATION PATTERN. 
Input: An encoding cl of a computation as above of a polynomial 
fe FCx, ,..., x,], and a finite set A c F. 
Output: Either the encoding a{ t } of a computation m{ t} for a bivariate 
polynomial g =f{t} E F[x,, x,], or “failure.” 
1. Choose t = (u, v, w) E A 3(n *) at random. 
2. Compute the description M{ t} of a computation a{ t} as follows. The first 
7n steps are such that fi = 0 and f6,, +, = ujx, + vjx2 + w, for 3 d j < n and the inter- 
mediate results f,. For 1 6 i Q s, we have the step (my,, + ;, 17, + i) with 
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z7*+i= 
+ if z~E {x3,..., x,}, 
zi otherwise, 
I 
(7n + k, 7n + 1) if & = (k, 1) # a, 
AFn+i= (6n +A 1) if r, = xj, 3 <j 6 n, 
4 otherwise. 
3. Choose b= (b,, b2)E AZ at random, and execute a(t) with input bi for xi. 
If a division by zero occurs, then return “failure”. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let a be a computation of size s for a polynomial f E F[x, ,..., x,] 
of degree d, and A c Ffinite with a = #A. On input CI and A, FACTORIZATION 
PATTERN returns in O(s log s) steps either ‘failure” or a description ct{ t} for a 
computation of size at most 8s for a bivariate polynomial g E F[x, , x2] of degree at 
most d. a{ t} uses only constants from y v A, where y is the set of constants used by CI. 
With probability greater than 1 - (9” + 2’)/a, ‘failure” does not occur and g and f 
have the same factorization pattern. In particular, with this probability g is irreducible 
tf and only if f is irreducible. 
Proof By Theorem 4.5 and Fact 4.7, f and g have different factorization pattern 
with probability at most 9”/a. We estimate the probability of failure in step 3. The 
purpose of this step is to ensure that a{ t} really is a computation in our sense, i.e., 
that no division fi =fk/f, with fi( t} = 0 occurs. If failure occurs at a division step 
fi =fklfi, then 
fi{t)(b)=O. 
One easily proves by induction on i that there exist polynomials pi, qi E F[x, ,..., x,] 
of degree at most 2’-’ such that fi =pi/qi [25]. Then p,# 0, since CI is a com- 
putation, and we can assume that qr{ t)(b) # 0, since otherwise failure has occurred 
at an earlier step. Then 
Prob(f,{t}(b)=O)=Prob(p,{t}=O)+Prob(p,{tj#Oandp,{t}(b)=O) 
6 degp,/a + degp,{ t}la < 2’la. 
(We use the fact that P/E F[xt,..., x,] gives rise to a nonzero polynomial in 
Rx,, x2, uj,..., W,].) Therefore, the probability that failure occurs in step 3 or the 
factorization pattern of g is different from that off is less than 
( 
9&+ C 2’ a<(9”+2”)/a. 1 
1 <lcs )I 
Thus, e.g., if a > 2d/(9d* + 27, then we have a probabilistic polynomial-time 
reduction from multivariate to bivariate factorization pattern, with error 
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probability less than 2 md. Producing a random element from A may seem a power- 
ful step, and one might want to assume that such a random generation takes 
O(log a) “random bit choices,” so that O(d’ + s) such basic choices are required. 
For convenience, we say that A is part of the input. In fact, we only need a 
procedure to generate random elements of A. In characteristic zero, we will often 
have A = {l,..., a}, so that the binary representation of a suffices to specify A. In the 
sequel, we always consider A to contribute log( #A) to the input size. 
The algorithm FACTORIZATION PATTERN is the basic computational result 
of this paper. In the remainder, we discuss improvements and applications to 
special cases. We first describe a variant-to be used below-of the algorithm that 
employs Strassen’s [44] method of avoiding division. The algorithm as above 
returns an encoding of a computation M{ t} for g =J‘{ t} E F[x,, x,], on which we 
would then run a bivariate algorithm for factorization pattern. If we want to supply 
the bivariate algorithm with a list of coefficients of g--which is usually required in 
such algorithms-rather than just a computation, then there are (at least) three 
probabilistic ways of achieving this: 
1. Run a{ t} on d2 appropriately chosen values (a,, a*), and use interpolation. 
Here d = deg x and it is assumed that no division by zero occurs in a{ t } for these 
values. 
2. Use Strassen’s method to make a{t} division-free, and then compute all 
homogeneous parts (or even coefficients) of the bivariate intermediate results 
separately. 
3. Use Strassen’s method to make a division-free, and then compute all 
homogeneous parts of the intermediate results separately. 
The last possibility gives rise to the following algorithm; see also [S, Remark 11. 
ALGORITHM DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION. 
Input: A computation tl for a polynomial f~ F[x, ,..., x,] of degree d, and a 
finite set A c F. 
Output: Either “failure,” or another computation CI* forf: 
1. Choose b = (b, ,..., 6,) E A” at random. 
2. Execute c1 on input b. If a division by 0 occurs, return “failure” and stop. 
3. (Comment: Now for every division f, =fk/fl in ~1, we have 
CI =fdb, ,..., b,) # 0, and 
fi =fkl(cI(l - 8)) 
= (fJc,)( 1 + g + g2 + . + gd) mod(x, - b, ,..., x, - b,Jd’ I, 
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where g = 1 -f//c, E F[x, ,..., x,] with g(b, ,..., b,) = 0. Each intermediate result can 
be written as 
el+ ... fe.=j 
withfi, E F. Thejth summand is the homogeneous part of degreej off, with respect 
to x, - b, )...) x, -b,; i.e., in the Taylor expansion off, around b.) 
We have a computation ~1’ for f consisting of three phases. The first is the 
calculation of c;’ =f,(b)-’ E F for each divisorf,. For the second phase, we replace 
each operation in c1 by computations for each homogeneous part of degree at most 
d with respect to xi -b, ,..., x, -b,. This is clear for constants, and +, *. An input 
xi has two homogeneous parts bi and xi - bi of degree 0 and 1, respectively. For a 
division, we use the formula above, calculating each homogeneous part of each gj 
separately. In the third phase, we add the d + 1 homogeneous parts for the final 
result. 
4. (We now have a division-free computation CI’ which is homogeneous with 
respect to the xi- bi.) Transform ~1’ into a division-free computation a* in which 
the first two phases are homogeneous with respect to x, ,..., x,. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 (Strassen). Consider a description cl = (y, j?) of a computation a 
of size s for a polynomial f E  F[x, ,..., x,] of degree d, and a finite set A E F with 
a= #A as input to DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION. As output, the algorithm 
produces either “failure” or the description ;;;” = (y*, p*) of another computation a* 
of size O(sd log’ d) for J: a* has three phases: the first phase involves only constants 
from {Y, ,..., Y, } v A (and no inputs xi), the second phase is a homogeneous division- 
free computation, and the third phase consists of d + 1 additions. The conversion 
procedure can be performed with O(sd log(sd) log’ d) bit operations and O(n log a) 
random bit choices. The probability of failure is at most 2”/a. 
The following algorithm is now obvious. 
ALGORITHM DIVISION-FREE FACTORIZATION PATTERN. 
Input: A computation a for a polynomial f E F[x, ,..., x,] of degree d, where a is 
division-free and consists of three phases as a* in Proposition 5.2, and a 
finite set AcF with a= #A. 
Output: Either “failure,” or computations for each coefficient of a bivariate 
polynomial g E F[x,, x2]. 
1. Choose t = (u, v, w) E A3(“-*) at random. 
2. Replace Xj by ujx, + vjx2 + wj for 3 <j < n. Replace each (homogeneous) 
operation in phase two of a by operations computing each of the coefficients of the 
corresponding bivariate polynomial. Skip phase three. 
3. Return the computations for the coefficients of g =f { t> E F[x,, x2]. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. If a has size s, then DIVISION-FREE FACTORIZATION 
PATTERN can he executed in O(sd’ log4 d log(sd)) bit operations and O(n log a) 
random bit choices. The computation for each coefficient of g has size O(sd* log4 d). 
With probability greater than 1 - 98/a, f and g have the same factorization pattern. 
Remark 5.4. The conversion to a division-free computation assumes that we 
have an upper bound d on the degree of the result J: We can obtain a probabilistic 
estimate d* for d as follows. We choose uO, ui ,..., u,, randomly from a large finite 
subset of F, substitute uix, for xi (i>2), and compute the result rE: F for x, = uO. 
For e = 1, 2,..., we perform DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION for this computation 
c(*, expanding around X, -u, and truncating modulo (x1 - u,)~+‘. We then execute 
the resulting univariate computation for x, = u,, to obtain a result re E F, and let d* 
be the first value of e for which r, = r. Then d* <d. Furthermore, d = d* with 
probability at least 1 - 3.2’ja. (The reduction to a univariate computation is 
actually not necessary, but simplifies the procedure.) 
Can we also obtain a “fast parallel version” of the reduction? “Fast parallel” 
should mean depth (= parallel time) polynomial in log(input size), with 
simultaneously polynomial size. Unfortunately, this seems in general impossible for 
both the conversion algorithm and the converted computation a{ t }. If z is an 
indeterminate over an infinite field F, then any computation of zZm, given z as input, 
takes parallel time O(m) [25]. Thus, e.g., if Q G F and z E F is transcendental over 
Q, LX might have z as input and compute Zig for m = s/2. In this case, the validity 
test in step 3 of FACTORIZATION PATTERN, the converted algorithm X{ t> and 
the constant phase of c1* (as in Proposition 5.2) all take parallel time L?(s). 
However, it is quite reasonable to consider computations that use polynomial 
time to compile their constants, and then poly-log depth to perform the com- 
putation depending on the inputs. By the general parallelization method of [47], 
the second and third phase of X* can be performed in depth O(log s log(sd)) and 
size 0( (sd log’ d)3). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let a be a division-free computation of size s and depth r for u 
polynomialfE F[x,,..., x,] of degree d. There is a probabilistic algorithm that outputs 
either “failure” or a list of the coefficients of a hivariate polynomial g. With 
probability greater than 1- 2 -““, “failure” does not occur and g and f have the same 
factorization pattern. The algorithm can be performed in depth O(r log4 d) and size 
O(s2d6). 
Remark 5.6. The present method also allows us to obtain a different type of 
“factorization pattern” 
(d,, ,..., d,,, el ;...; 4, ,..., d,,, e,), 
where f =f ;I . f 7 is as in Definition 4.4, and d, is the degree degJ off, in x,. 
Kaltofen [23] first showed how to compute this pattern. 
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To apply our methods, we let n 2 4, A c F be finite and large, t E A3(“-2) be a 
substitution, and we assume that g=f{ t} has the same factorization pattern 
(Definition 4.4) as f: We compute a factorization g = g;’ . . . g: of g. We consider the 
unique factorization off as above such that fi{ t} is a scalar multiple of gi. Also, let 
Zj= UjXl + UjX2 + wj~ F[x,, x2]. For 3 <j< n, we compute a factorization of 
hj=f( x~,x~,z~,...,z~~~,x~~z~+~,...,z,)EF[x~,x~,.x~~. 
Since hj(x, , x2, zj) = g, each irreducible factor of h, becomes a scalar multiple of a 
unique gi under the substitution xi= zj. This sets up a bijection between the 
irreducible factors {h, ,..., h,} of hi and {g, ,..., g,} with h&x,, x2, z,) =gi, and with 
high probability we have 
d, = deg, f, = deg. h,. 
In order to calculate dil, we assume that 
is invertible. For randomly chosen uj and vi, this happens with probability at least 
1 - 2/a by Fact 4.7, where a = #A. Let 
y,=Wj+(Uj,vj)YIP~ ~F[x3, LJ 
for 5 6 j < n, and 
y,=((), l).M-‘. x3-w3 
( > 
. 
x4 - w4 
We compute a factorization of 
h, =f(x,, ~2, x3, x,,.Y,,...,.Y,)EJ“CX,, ~3, x41. 
Then h,(x,, z3, z4) = g, and again this substitution provides a bijection between the 
irreducible factors of h, and those of g. If hi, corresponds to g, under this bijection, 
then with high probability 
di, = de&, f, = da, hi, 
Similarly, we obtain d,, ,..., dr2. 
We note a difference between the algorithm DIVISION-FREE FAC- 
TORIZATION PATTERN and the one of this remark. The former is a 
probabilistic reduction from multivariate to bivariate polynomials for the problem 
of computing the factorization pattern, but for the latter, we actually have to factor 
trivariate polynomials. G iven the factorization of g, it is easy to compute the fac- 
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torizations of the trivariate polynomials by a (dense) Hensel lifting. On the other 
hand, the known methods even for testing bivariate polynomials for irreducibility, 
say over Q or a finite field, all require to factor some (at least univariate) 
polynomial. 
6. ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS 
Proposition 5.3 provides an efficient random computation for the factorization 
pattern of multivariate polynomials over those fields where the factorization pattern 
of bivariate polynomials can be computed in polynomial time. Such computations 
usually make use of a factorization procedure, at least for univariate polynomials. 
The prime examples are the prime fields Q [32,22] and Z, [3, 11,291; [6] deals 
with the general case of fields finitely generated over their prime fields. We now 
consider algebraic number fields-where the most interesting case is the field of the 
rational numbers-and defer the case of finite fields to the next section. As an 
auxiliary result, Corollary 6.9 presents a probabilistic polynomial-time simulation of 
computations by Boolean circuits. 
So let F be a number field, presented as F= Q[z]/(h) with hi Q[z] irreducible 
of degree m. We assume throughout this section that h has integral coefficients and 
is manic. It is easy to convert the general case to this special situation. A standard 
representation of an element b E F (with respect to the given minimal polynomial h) 
consists of the binary representations of rO,..., rm E Z, where 
b=+ c rj Jj, 
m O<j<m 
r, # 0, and y = z mod h is a generator for F over Q. 
Now let c( be a computation over Fu {x,,..., x,), computing a polynomial 
f~ Rx, ,..., xi, ] of degree d. FACTORIZATION PATTERN applies to F in a 
straightforward way. However, we want to apply a bivariate factorization algorithm 
to the resulting gE F[x,, x2]. Such algorithms require g to be given by a list of 
coefficients, so that we have to perform DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION. Step 2 
of that algorithm evaluates c( at a specific input. We first have to present a 
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm for this evaluation. Rather than counting 
arithmetic operations in F, it is now more relevant to count bit operations. 
In terms of arithmetic operations, the (sequential) complexity of evaluating a 
polynomial is well studied. When we count bit operations (say, on a Turing 
machine or a Boolean circuit), it is surprising that no polynomial-time algorithm is 
known to evaluate a polynomial over Q given by a computation. This problem is 
non-trivial even for specific polynomials like the determinant, if we consider it as 
given by a program for Gaussian elimination; Edmonds [7] gave a solution in this 
case. 
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We want the number of bit operations to be polynomial in the input plus output 
size, i.e., the lengths of representations of the computations, the input values, and 
the output value. The problem is that intermediate results may have more than 
polynomial length. This is illustrated by the trivial example of a computation of 
length s, using the constant f, = 2, computing f,-, = 221-’ and having 
f, =f,- l/fs,- I = 1 as output, independent of the input. We will use the rather 
obvious approach of computing modulo a prime p. Now the problem is that one 
might have a similar example of a computation as above, but with fs- I being 
divisible by “all small primes,” so that the last division step fails modulo p. (See 
[40] for a computation of (2”)! in size O(S), using division with remainder.) 
However, we obtain a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm for evaluating a 
computation for a polynomial, by computing modulo a randomly chosen large 
prime. 
DEFINITION 6.1. If LY is a computation over F, then in a standard representation 
ti = (y, p) of c( every constant yi E F has to be given in standard representation. The 
length /(Or) is the maximal binary length of the integers occurring in &. 
In particular, for 
we have 
f(h) <log max lh,l + 1, 
O<i<m 
and for b=l/r,Co,j,,rjy’EFwith rjE& r,#O, 
I(b) ,< log max IrjJ -t 1. 
O$/Qrn 
Also, when b = (b, ,..., b,) E F, we use f(b) = max, GiSn I(bi). Even when m = 1, we 
do not require in a standard representation two integers ro, rI (representing 
To/r1 E Q) to be relatively prime, and therefore /(OS) depends not only on CI, but on 
the particular representation given. In our algorithms, we assume inputs ~1, h, b to 
be given in a standard representation, and then write I(a), I(h), I(b) referring to the 
length given by that particular representation. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let u be a computation over Fu {x,,..., x, j, and b E P. If on 
execution of c1 on input b no division by zero occurs, then we say that c1 is defined 
at 6. 
Remark 6.3. In Proposition 5.2, we have noted that for a random b E A” with 
#A = a, a is defined at b with probability at least 1 - 2”/a. 
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Note that all intermediate resultsf;E F(x, ,..., x,) of c1 may be defined at b, but yet 
CI is not defined at b. An example is b = 0 and a = ((xi, (25), (/, (1, l))), so that 
fi=xl,f2=xi/x1=1. 
Given integers p, Y, r’, y, q’ with (r’(, (q’l <p/2, q, q’ # 0, r’ E r mod p, and 
q’ = q mod p, we call (r’, q’) a mod-p-representation of r/q E Q. For the following 
algorithm, we use some Monte Carlo test for compositeness of numbers, e.g., 
Solovay and Strassen [41]. On input an integer p and a confidence parameter 
y > 0, it can be performed in O((logp)*+” log( l/v)) bit operations for any E > 0. If p 
is prime, it returns “p is prime.” If p is composite, it returns either “p is composite” 
or “p is prime”; the latter with probability at most 7. The exponent E really only 
hides logarithmic factors (in logp). To simplify notation in the sequel, we introduce 
the following abbreviation. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let s, t: tV -+ iw 3. be functions. We write s = O*(t) if and only if 
there exist k, m E N such that 
Vn>m, s(n) < t(n). (log(2 + t(n)))k. 
The purpose of the summand 2 is to make the logarithm always at least 1, so 
that, e.g., s = O*(t) for the constant functions s(n) = 5, t(n) = 1. 
ALGORITHM POLYNOMIAL TEST. 
Input: The coefficients of an irreducible manic polynomial h E Z[z] of degree 
m such that F= Q[z J/(h), a computation cx for a polynomial 
fe F[x, ,..., x,], and b = (b, ,..., b,) E F”, with b, ,..., b, and the constants of 
c( in a standard representation, and a confidence parameter 6, 0 < 6 < 1. 
Output: Either “failure,” or “a is defined at 6.” 
1. Set R = 1 + I(h) + l(a) + I(b) + log m, T= (3/d) s*m”R, N= 2Tlog T> and 
t = r2. log N. log(3/6)]. Choose independently integers p1 ,..., p1 with I <pi d N at 
random, and run a Monte Carlo compositeness test on them, with confidence 
parameter 6/3. Let p be the first pi for which “pi is prime” is returned. If always “pI 
is composite” is returned, then output “failure” and stop. 
2. Execute a on input b. Maintain a mod-p-representation for the inter- 
mediate results. If a division by zero occurs, then return “failure” and stop. 
3. Return “a is defined at b.” 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let h, a, b, 6 be an input for POLYNOMIAL TEST, s the size 
of a, m=deg h, and k=max{s, m, l(h), f(a), l(b), log(1/6)}. Then the algorithm can 
be performed in O*(k’) bit operations. If a is not defined at 6, then “failure” is 
returned. If a is defined at b, then “a is defined at b” is returned with probability at 
least 1 - 6. 
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Proof: Denote by fi ,..., fs E F(x, ,..., x,) the intermediate results of CI. We consider 
a standard representation (ra,..., rim) (with respect to h) for each intermediate result 
f.(b), for which no division by zero has occurred, where each riiE h, and 
1 
A.(b)=y c r,y’EF. 
rm OLj-cm 
(In step 2 of the algorithm, we compute representatives r; of rij mod p, with rb E Z 
and lrQ/ <p/2.) We can find these standard representations for f;(b) along the 
algorithm in the obvious way. If, e.g., f, =fk * fi is a multiplication step in a, then 
r a,-., ri,m - I E Z are obtained by dividing 
by h with remainder. Since h is integral and manic, this remainder is integral. Also 
rim = rkm . r,, . An addition step is treated similarly, and inputs and constants are 
trivial. If fi = fk/f[ is a division and f,(b) # 0, then we use an inverse of C rrjzi 
modulo h, as calculated, e.g., in the extended Euclidean algorithm of [ 1, Chap. 81, 
and remove common factors from rim and the coefficients of this inverse. To get a 
bound on the size of the intermediate results, we consider the system of 2m - 1 
linear equations corresponding to 
in 2m - 1 unknowns y,, qj. This system has a unique solution, and we let r* be the 
determinant of the coefficient matrix. We set 
r$ = (yij.r*).r,, for Odjcm, 
and r% = r,+rk,,,. Then, if (rio ,..., rim) is the representation for f,(b) computed above, 
we have rij < r$ for all j. Now let 
M, = max { 2’(a), 2”h’}, 
Mi = (m2 1 +/(h))+ 1) ye’ for 2Gid.s. 
We first prove that (r,J 6 M, for 1 < i6 s and 0 6 j< m, by induction on i. The 
claim is clear for i= 1. For the induction, we consider a division step fi =fk/f,; the 
other operations are checked similarly. We have to solve a (2m - 1) x (2m - l)- 
system of linear equations, and know that 
Cramer’s rule and Hadamard’s inequality imply that 
Jrii( < Ir$l ~(2m)“~2M~~,(2m)~“-‘~~22’(h)~(m~1~~(2m2’(h)Mi_l)m=~i. 
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Before we estimate the failure probability, we have to specify how to “keep all inter- 
mediate results in mod-p-representation” in step 2. With rije H as above, we simply 
maintain representatives r&~ Z of rUmodp with Irbl <p/2, and calculate rh from r;,, 
YL as indicated above. We assume now that c1 is defined at b, and consider the first 
failing division step f, =fk/f,. Then f,(b) # 0, hence (rl,, ,..., r,,mm ,) # (0 ,..., 0), and 
f,(b) = 0 mod p, so that p divides each of rm ,..., rl,m ~, . Let 
P= {pEN:2<p<Nandpisprime}, 
so that 
N N 
#P=n(N)>-a-- 
log, N log N 
for Nb 17, by the prime number theorem of Rosser and Schoenfeld [36]. (“log” 
without subscript always stands for “log,.“) Let 
Q= {pEP:rnz *.. zrl,m.~,= 0 mod p for some division step f, = fk/f;}. 
For each divisor f, as above, there exists a j, 0 <j < m with rli # 0 and Ir,,) < h4s. 
Therefore 
Furthermore we have 
N 2Tlog T -= 
log N log(2Tlog T) > T, 
since T > 2 log T for T > 4. Together we obtain 
Prob(failure) < Prob(p, ,..., pt are composite) + Prob(p is not prime) + #Q/# P 
For the timing estimate, we know that an operation (addition, multiplication, 
division with remainder, computing a modular inverse) on i-bit integers (resp. 
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polynomials with rational coefficients of degree at most i) can be performed with 
O*(i) bit operations (resp. operations in Q) ([l, Chap. 81. In step 2, each inter- 
mediate result is represented by integers of at most log N bits, and one operation 
(+, -, *, /) mod h can be performed in 
O*(m log N) = O* 
SR 
m logb+smlogm 
bit operations, giving total cost 0*(k3) for step 2. The cost for step 1 is 
O*((log N)3(log( 1/6))2) or 0*(/c’). 1 
Note that even if p is not a prime and “a is defined at 6” is returned, then this is 
the correct output. 
We now have the required random polynomial-time version of Strassen’s 
division-free conversion. 
ALGORITHM DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION OVER A NUMBER FIELD. 
Input: The coefficients of a manic irreducible polynomial h E Z [z] of degree m  
such that F= Q[z]/(h), the description Cr of a computation a for a 
polynomial j”~ F[x, ,..., x, ] of degree d, and a number a E N. 
Output: Either “failure,” or another computation a* forf: 
1. Set A = { l,..., 2a) c N E F, and choose b E A” at random. 
2. Call algorithm POLYNOMIAL TEST with input h, a, b, and 6 = 2’-‘/a. 
3. Execute steps 3 and 4 of Algorithm DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION on 
input a, 6, and output a*. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let h, cl = (y, p), d, a be an input for DIVISION-FREE CON- 
VERSION OVER A NUMBER FIELD, and s the size of the computation a. The 
algorithm outputs either “failure” or a computation a * for J: CI * has size O(sd log’ d), 
and consists of three phases: the first phase involves only constants from 
{ y1 ,..., y,} v N (and no inputs xi), the second phase is a homogeneous division-free 
computation, and the third phase consists of d + 1 additions. Let 
k = max(s, d, m, log a, l(h), l(a)}. 
The conversion procedure can be performed with 0*(k5) bit operations and O(n log a) 
random bit choices. The failure probability is at most 2$/a. 
Proof The failure probability is 62”/2a + 6 = 2=/a, using Remark 6.3 and 
Proposition 6.5. Since l(b) and log(1/6) are O(k), the number of bit operations is 
O*(k5) in step 2, and O*(k3) in step 3. 1 
Algorithm POLYNOMIAL TEST runs in random polynomial time (in the input 
size) and almost evaluates a computation, namely it computes the value modulo a 
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large prime. We cannot expect such an algorithm for actual evaluation, because the 
output size may be more than polynomial in the input size. However, if we take the 
output size into account, we do get a random polynomial time procedure for 
evaluation. If 
with f,, fm E Z, then the maximal binary length L(f) of any of the f,, f, is called 
the length of (this representation of),f: 
Remark 6.7. We only allow one denominator,f,, since otherwise for 
of degree d, where p, runs through the first (“l”) primes, the length off (l,..., 1) 
might be exponential in the length of the representation. (The restriction may 
actually not be necessary, since it is not clear that computations of small size can 
compute such polynomials.) 
ALGORITHM POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION. 
Input: As for POLYNOMIAL TEST, and L(f), and the degrees d and m of ,f 
and h resp. 
Output: Either “failure,” or ,f(h) E F (in standard representation). 
1. Set B=L(f)+2d(n+ l)l(b)+2dmlog(dm)+dml(h). 
2. Call Algorithm POLYNOMIAL TEST. In step 1 of that procedure, set 
C= B+ rlog((6s log’ N)/6)1, and make the following changes: Use the value 
t = r2. (2C + 1 + log N) . log(3/6)1, and choose independently integers p1 ,..., pt with 
3. Return the computed mod-p-representation off(b). 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let h, ~1, b, 6 be an input for POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION, 
s the size of ~1, and k=max{s, d, m, L(f), I(b), I(h), l(a), log(1/6)}. Then the 
algorithm can be performed in O*(k”) bit operations, and l(f (b)) <B. If a is not 
defined at b, then “failure” is returned. If c( is defined at b, then the failure probability 
is at most 6. 
Proof We first show that l(f(b)) < B < C. Then, if (r, q) is the mod-p-represen- 
tation off(b), in fact we have f (b) = r/q. Write 
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f=$ C fejyjxy ..exz, 
m esN" 
O<j<m 
b = (6, ,..., b,), 
hi=& c b,y’, 
m O<j-cm 
with f,., fm, b, E B. For any e E fV* with e, + ‘. . + e, < d, define 
~~=(o~<~h,i,‘)e’~~~(o~~mb~j~‘~~~[zl~ 
so that U,modh=(b,,b,)‘l..~ (b,,,,b,)‘n. When the product for u, is multiplied out, 
there are at most md summands c, each with Z(c)dd. Z(b). It follows that 
Z(u,) < d log m + dZ(b). For any e E N”, we next define 
u,=o~~~_f,z’h:,-‘l...b~~‘ntl,EL[z], 
v= 1 u,Ez[Z]; 
FEW 
then 
Z(z~,)<logm+L(f)+dnZ(b)+Z(u,) 
<L(f)+d(n+l)Z(b)+(d+l)logm, 
?Z+ l(v) <log * ( “) + max I(u,) P 
~dlog(n+l)+L(f)+d(n+l)Z(b)+(d+l)logm, 
degud(d+l)(m-l), 
1 
f(b)=f,b~~...h~~.(~modh)EF. 
The coefficients w. ,..., w,_ i of v mod h = C w,yj E F can be computed by solving a 
system of at most (d + l)(m - 1) linear equations, with each entry of the coefficient 
matrix having length at most Z(h), and each entry of the constant side of length at 
most Z(V). Using Cramer’s rule and Hadamard’s inequality we obtain 
Z(w,) 6 Z(u) + dm log(dm) + dm Z(h) 
<L(f)+2d(n+ l)Z(b)+2dmlog(dm)+dmZ(h)= B, 
and thus Z(f (6)) d B. 
For the timing estimate, we first note that log N is U*(k), B and C are O(k3), 
and t is O(k4). Set D = 22Cf’. A random prime number as required can be chosen 
in O(t.log(ND)) or O(k7) random bit choices, and O*(t(log(ND))*log(3/6)) or 
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O*(k”) bit operations. The cost for one operation mod h is now O*(m log(ND)) or 
0*(k4), giving total cost O*(k’) for step 2 of the call of POLYNOMIAL TEST. 
For the estimate of the failure probability, let x(x) be the number of prime num- 
bers between 2 and x. By the prime number theorem in Rosser and Schoenfeld [36, 
Corollary 11, the fraction corresponding now to (N - # P)/N satisfies for C 3 1 and 
N > 15 the following: 
ND 20 -- 
z(ND) - x(D) > log(ND) log D 
ND-D D(N- 1) 
>(N-2logN)/((N-l)log(ND))>,(2(2C+l+logN)))’. 
Thus again the probability that pi ,..., p, are composite is at most 6/3. 
It remains to estimate the failure probability under the assumption that a is 
defined at b and p is indeed prime. We can assume that C > 12, and first note that 
2s log2 N 1 2C’ ’ -<--, 2c 6 
PC+ U2$ 
2’ 6’ 
E= 
N 2 1 
log(ND)-wDlog(ND)’ 
By the argument given above, f(r,) 6 C< log(ND) for every intermediate result 
r,E F of a on input b. Thus for 
Q = { p: D <p < ND, p is prime, some division in a on 
input b fails modulo p}, 
we have 
# Q 6 s log( ND). 
Thus 
Prob(failure) < 
s log( ND) 
x(ND) - x(D) 
~ s WND) 
DE 
s log2(ND) <-. 
2c 2Cfl 
210g2N+2(2C+ l)* 
2c+1 2Cfl 
COROLLARY 6.9. Computations over algebraic number fields can be simulated by 
probabilistic Boolean circuits with size polynomial in the input and output size. 
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It is clear that also “probabilistic computations” over algebraic number fields can 
be simulated, e.g., Las Vegas computations that make probabilistic choices from a 
finite set A G Z c F  and either return the correct function value or “failure.” Then 
log(max A) will enter the probabilistic Boolean simulation time. 
The main result of this section is the following random polynomial-time 
algorithm for the factorization pattern over number fields. 
ALGORITHM FACTORIZATION PATTERN OVER A NUMBER FIELD. 
Input: The coefficients of an irreducible manic polynomial h E Z[z] of degree m  
such that F= O[z]/(h), a computation c1 of size s for a polynomial 
f E FCx, ,..., x,] of degree d, and L(f). 
Output: Either “failure,” or the factorization pattern ofJ: 
1. Call procedure DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION OVER A NUMBER 
FIELD with input h, a, d, a = ZSd(9” + 27, and output IX*. 
2. Call procedure DIVISION-FREE FACTORIZATION PATTERN with 
input tl* and A = {l,..., a} E N c F. Output is a computation ai for each of the (“i “) 
coefficients gj E F of a polynomial g E F[x,, x2], with degree at most d. 
3. Set B= d log(n + 1) + L(f) + 2d(n + 1) log a + 2 dm log(dm) + dm Z(h). For 
all i, call procedure POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION with input h, cli for gj E F 
with IZ = 0, 6 = 2-“d, L(gi) = B, d, m , to compute the standard representation of 
each coefficient gi. (No input b is required.) 
4. Apply a factorization algorithm for bivariate polynomials to g, and return 
the factorization pattern of g. 
THEOREM 6.10. Consider an input h, a, f for the algorithm. Let m  = deg h, and 
k = max{s, d, m , I(h), l(a), L(j)}). 
Then the Algorithm FACTORIZATION PATTERN OVER A NUMBER FIELD 
can be executed with 0*(k46) bit operations. With probability greater than 1 - 2-“4 
it returns the correct factorization pattern off: Furthermore, L(g) < B. 
Proof: By definition, L( gi) < L(g), and we first estimate L(g). We write f with 
integer coefficients f,, fej as usual, and let 
f*=f(xl,X2, u,x,+ v,x,+ w,,..., u,x,+ v-,x,+ ly,) 
=+Tfej Yjx~‘X~2( UjX* + V,X, + Wj)” ’ ’ ’ ( UnXl + VnX* + Wn)en 
m  eJ 
1 
=- 
f c 
g4yjx;ilxp,J$3.. . qhvf23.. . v~w$‘. . . ~2 
,?I de N2 x N’(“-2) 
Odj-zm 
571/31/2-8 
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with gdjE Z. Each gdi is the sum of at most (“+dd) summands f,, and therefore 
uf*) 6 log +L(f)<dlog(n+ l)+L(f). 
Since g=f*(u, ,..., u,, u3 ,..., u,, w3 ,..., w,) and f(u, ,..., w,) < log a, we have by 
Proposition 6.8 that 
L(g) f B = O(k3). 
Step 1 can be executed with O*(k”) bit operations by Proposition 6.6, and step 2 
with 0*(k4) operations; this step is formal and does not involve actual calculation 
with elements from F. For the output of step 1, both /(cx*) and the size of a* are 
O(k*). If we denote by si, d ,,... the parameters in the ith call of POLYNOMIAL 
EVALUATION in step 3, then si = O*(k4), dj = l(b,) = 0 (since each gi is constant), 
m, = m, L(gi) = O(k3), /(a,) = O*(k)), h, = h, log( l/S) = O(k’). Proposition 6.8 
yields the estimate 0*(d2k44) for step 3. The estimate of Lenstra [30] gives a bound 
of 0*(k3’) bit operations for step 4. 
The failure probability is less than 2’ja in a step 1, and the correct factorization 
pattern is computed with probability at least 1 - 9“2/a. 1 
Remark 6.11. A more careful look at the proof of Proposition 6.8 shows that 
steps 1, 2, 3 can be performed in O*(k”) bit operations. 
We do not get a fast parallel algorithm over number fields, since even for 
univariate factoring (or irreducibility testing) over Q no fast parallel algorithm is 
known. (See [9] for a discussion.) 
7. FIELD EXTENSIONS AND FACTORIZATION 
The factorization pattern algorithm for multivariate polynomials in Section 5 
assumes that one can make random choices from a sufficiently large finite subset of 
the ground field. This may not be possible over a small finite field. In this section 
we prove that one can make arbitrarily large algebraic extensions of a field without 
changing the factorization of a given polynomial. This allows us to apply the 
algorithm also to small finite fields. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let F be an arbitrary field, fE F[xI,..., x,] of total degree d, and 
F c K a finite algebraic extension of degree m such that gcd(m, d) = 1. Then 
(i) f irreducible in F[x,,..., x,] of irreducible in K[x, ,..., x,]. 
(ii) Zf each prime factor of m is greater than d, then f has the same fac- 
torization pattern over F and K. 
Proof: We will use a classical notion, the norm N = N,,,: K + F of the given 
field extension. For any n > 0, we also have a mapping N: K[x, ,..., x,] -+ 
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FCx i,..., x,]. If, e.g., K= F(a) is separable over F, m  = [K: F], Lz K a splitting field 
of the m inimal polynomial of a over F, and a, = a, a*,..., a, EL are the conjugates 
of a over F, then 
where f, E F. (Actually, this N is nothing but N,,, ,,-,,, X.),F( *,,.,,, X.,.) N is multiplicative, 
deg N(g) = m  deg g, and iffE F[xI,..., x,], then N(f)=f”. (See, e.g., t-51, Chap. II, 
Sect. lo].) 
In proving (i), the implication “e” is clear. So let f be irreducible in F[x, ,..., x,], 
g, h E KCx, >..., x,] with f = gh, and k = deg g the total degree of g. Then 
f"=Nf)=Ng)Nh) 
implies that N(g) = f’ for some I, 0 < I < m, and 
dl= deg N(g) = km. 
Now from gcd(m, d) = 1 it follows that m  divides 1. Thus either I= k = 0, or else 
1= m, which implies k = d and f = g. In either case, the factorization is trivial. (ii) 
follows immediately from (i). 1 
Using this theorem, it is now easy to put the reduction of Section 5 to work over 
a finite field F. In order to compute the factorization pattern of a bivariate 
polynomial g of total degree at most d-as output by DIVISION-FREE FAC- 
TORIZATION PATTERN-we use the probabilistic factoring algorithm 
BIVARIATE FACTORING from [ 111. It either returns the correct factorization of 
g or else “failure.” The latter happens with probability at most 2 pd. 
ALGORITHM FACTORIZATION PATTERN OVER A FINITE FIELD. 
Input: A computation o! over a finite field F with q elements, computing a 
polynomial f E F[x, ,..., x,] of total degreed. 
Output: Either a factorization pattern, or “failure.” 
1. Set a = 22d(9”+ 2”). If q> a, then set K= F and go to step 3. Else set 
m  = max(d, log, a}, and choose a prime number 1 with m  < I < 2m. 
2. Choose manic polynomials hi,..., hsld E F[z] of degree, 1 at random, and 
test them for irreducibility. If none is irreducible, return “failure” and stop. 
Otherwise, let h be the first irreducible hi, and set K= F[z]/(h). 
3. Call Algorithm DIVISION-FREE CONVERSION, and then DIVISION- 
FREE FACTORIZATION PATTERN with input c1 computing f E  K[x, ,..., x,], 
and some A c K with #A = a. Evaluate the resulting computations for the coef- 
ficients of g=f (t]. 
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4. Run a bivariate factoring algorithm over K on the output g of step 3. 
Return the factorization pattern of g (or possibly “failure”). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let F be a finite field with q elements, and a a computation of size 
s over F computing a polynomial f E F[x, ,..., x,] of total degree d. On input a, FAC- 
TORIZATION PATTERN OVER A FINITE FIELD outputs the correct ,fac- 
torization pattern off with probability greater than 2-d. Let k = max{s, d, log q}. 
The algorithm can be performed in O(k14) bit operations, and O(k’) random bit 
choices. 
Proof There are exactly (q’ - q)/l irreducible manic polynomials of degree 1 in 
F[x] (this is already in Schonemann [37, Sect. 46]), so that step 2 has failure 
probability at most 
We run the bivariate factoring algorithm in step 4 of FACTORIZATION PAT- 
TERN twice to obtain failure probability at most 2 ~ 2d. Using Propositions 5.2 and 
5.3, it follows that the factorization pattern off is computed with probability at 
least 2pd. 
For the timing estimate, first note that a prime number 1 as required exists by 
Bertrand’s postulate [36, Corollary 31. We can compute such an 1 deterministically 
in O(m 3’2 log2 m) bit ope rations. Step 2 uses O(13d log* 1 log log 1 log q) or O*(k’) 
operations in F [35]. One arithmetic operation in K can be performed in O*(l) or 
O*(k*) operations in F, and thus with O*(k3) bit operations. The two procedures 
called in step 3 work in O*(k3) operations in K, or O*(k6) bit operations. The 
bivariate factoring algorithm over K works in O(d3 log’(q’)(d’ + log d log(q’))) or 
O(k14) bit operations and uses O(d log dlog(q’)) random bit choices. Step 2 uses 
O(l*d log q) random bit choices. 1 
We also obtain a parallel version of the algorithm. For general computations, we 
cannot expect fast parallel evaluation, only polynomial-time transformations (as in 
Proposition 5.5) that yield special computations which can be evaluated fast in 
parallel. Therefore we now assume that the input is a computation of depth r, and 
look for a factorization pattern algorithm with depth polynomial in r. 
We use the parallel bivariate factoring algorithm from [ 111. The algorithm has 
to be performed in the field K constructed in step 2 of FACTORIZATION PAT- 
TERN OVER A FINITE FIELD. For factoringf{ t}, one may have to extract p th 
roots of elements of K, where p = char K. This can be performed by Boolean circuits 
of depth O(log’ e + log p) and size (e . log p)o(l), if #K = pe [8, 123. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let F, q, a, s, f, n, d, k be as in Theorem 1.2, p = char F, q = pe, 
and r the depth of a. Then the factorization pattern off can be computed with a 
Boolean circuit of depth O(log6 k(r + logp)) and size k”(“. 
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Proof We only estimate the depth of the required Boolean circuits. Step 1 can 
be performed in depth O(log3 m). For step 2, we use a deterministic version of the 
parallel irreducibility test in [9, Sect. 43, which works in depth O(log2(el) 
log p log2 log p). The evaluation in step 3 of FACTORIZATION PATTERN OVER 
A FINITE FIELD can be performed in depth O(r log2 d(log log q)2). The bivariate 
factorization algorithm can be implemented on a Boolean circuit of depth 
O(log2 dlog2(del) logp(log log q)2). 1 
8. FORMULAS AND SPARSE REPRESENTATIONS 
The results of the previous sections simplify somewhat when we restrict ourselves 
to the cases where a is a formula or a sparse representation. As usual, M has size s 
and computes f~ F[x, ,..., x,] of degree d, and A E F has a elements. 
THEOREM 8.1. There are two mod$ications of Algorithm FACTORIZATION 
PATTERN, which on input of a formula ~1, output either “failure” or a formula ct( t > 
for a bivariate polynomial g = f { t }. With probability greater than 1 - (9” + 2=)/a, 
“failure” does not occur and g andf have the same factorization pattern. In particular, 
with this probability g is irreducible tf and only if f is irreducible. 
(i) (Sequential version) The first modification can be performed with O(s) 
steps, and a{ t} has size at most 8s. 
(ii) (Parallel version) The second modfication can be performed with O(S’.~‘) 
steps. The size of a(t) is O(s), and the depth of a{t} is O(logs). 
Proof (i) In LX, the algorithm simply writes ujxl + vjx2 + wj for each xj with 
3 6jGn. 
(ii) A construction for aft} is given in [33] with the compilation time O(s*), 
where 5 = l/log, 6 = 1.44..., and 6 = (1 + J?)/2. 1 
THEOREM 8.2. There are two modifications of algorithm FACTORIZATION 
PATTERN, which on input of a sparse representation a, output either “failure” or a 
sparse representation a( t > for a bivariate polynomial g = f (t ). With probability 
greater than 1- 9”‘/a, “‘failure” does not occur and g and f have the same fac- 
torization pattern. If f is reducible and “failure” does not occur, then g is reducible. 
(i) (Sequential version) The first modtjication can be performed with O(sd3) 
steps, and cc{t} has size O(d’). 
(ii) (Parallel version) The second modification can be performed with 
O(sd4 log2 d) steps, and depth O(log2 d + log s). The size of u{ t} is O(d’), and the 
depth of u { t > is O(log d). 
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Proof (i) Write f= C,, N~.f&l . . x: with f, E F. For each e E: N” with fe # 0, 
we have e, + . + e, d d, and 
f,xy’xy(u,x, + u,x,+ W3y’.” (us, + 0,x2 + w,)‘“E f-Lx,, ~21 
is a polynomial of degree at most d and is (densely) represented by its ,Gd = (“: ‘) 
coefficients. (For bivariate polynomials, the dense and sparse representations have 
polynomially related lengths, and we do not distinguish between the two.) Each 
coeffkient can be computed with 6dp,= O(d3) operations in F. Thus the sparse 
representation of g can be computed with 7d/?,s = O(d3s) operations in F. We can 
read deg g from this representation of g, and return “failure” if deg g < degj We are 
then guaranteed that g is reducible if f is. By Theorem 4.5 and Fact 4.7, the fac- 
torization patterns of ,f and g agree and degf= deg g with probability at least 
1 - 9qa. 
(ii) The coefficients of the product of two bivariate polynomials of degree at 
most d can be computed in size O(d4) and depth O(log d). The claim now follows, 
using the algorithm from (i). It is clear how to evaluate a sparse representation fast 
in parallel. a 
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